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One Hundred

The 100th work Mattia Cuttini tokenized on SuperRare
is actually the first Rubberstamp Artwork he has ever made 
using this technique and a milestone in his production.

Simple but dense, dichromatic and yet nuanced, RS-2-000 Test
has a vibrant character and shows Cuttini’s old, original
logo at the bottom. It represents a sort of watershed in his
artistic career and research: while marking the beginning of
a rich exploration on the theme of reproduction, iteration
and chromatic juxtaposition - leading to the design of
the artist’s personal font too -, it can be seen as the
very synthesis of Cuttini’s previous explorations and a
balanced example of his creative spirit as well. In fact,
RS-2-000 Test springs from multiple intuitions, attempts,
coincidences, and marks the full appropriation of a long-
lasting passion of his, that for printmaking.

Almost a ‘family tradition’ - Mattia’s father professionally
repaired photocopy machines and other printing devices
for over 30 years -, printmaking, paper, ink, books,
logotypes, packaging, graphic synthesis and samples
have always constellated Cuttini’s life and aesthetic
exploration, marking his artistic output, making it a sort
of discontinuous and yet tireless production of visual
and acoustic material in response to what he sought or
perceived. Not always logical nor precise, often seasoned
with a pinch of Bruno Munari’s genius, his work
remains permeable, informed by necessities and limitations
Cuttini either encounters or poses himself, ending up
leaving, in his own words, “a trail of breadcrumbs” whose
destination remains mostly unclear.

Along this cryptic path, in 2017, Cuttini landed in a 
coworking space in Udine, Lino’s & Co - incidentally, the
place was previously a printing house - where he realized a
series of 100 paper-cut works. Back then, also inspired by
the nutrition facts symbols commonly used in food packaging
and labels, he felt the necessity to create a personal logo
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to use as a signature for his graphic products. That is when
his Produkt logotype first came about, a small work of art
in itself. The tiny, angular spiral the logo portrays is
inspired by the common NFC Tags (Near Field Communication
Tags) Mattia found on books and other goods,
and specifically by the spiral-like antennas he discovered 
inside these tags while disassembling some.

NFC tags do not need any direct power supply, they function
thanks to the magnetic field of the device that reads them.
Like these tags, Cuttini’s ‘produkts’ are energy vessels,
a bridge between analog and digital technology - with an
artisanal touch.

After his curiosity and ability to synthesize led him to
create his own logotype, in 2018, chance came into play in
the genesis of RS-2-000 Test, with the combination of two
commissions and proper materials’ supply. First,
Cuttini received a peculiar request from a mother wanting 
him to create a set of stamps for her son’s birthday party, 
for the kids to play with. The availability of Adigraf 
rubber allowed Mattia to create three sets of nine symbols 
each: somewhat rudimental, simple to make and playful to 
use, two sets of these stamps were then kept by the artist 
himself. That is when the second combination of request and 
supply occurred: another friend commissioned him to create
a large, graphic work for his living room; meanwhile, at
Lino’s & Co a batch of wide, ivory paper arrived. Prompted
by this request and the availability of sheets, Cuttini
started thinking back at a previous project of his, that of
reproducing on paper a digital algorithm, finding a rule to
manually fill in a surface with graphic symbols.

That is how RS-2-000 Test was born: a dense series of
hand-printed signs on a wide sheet of paper, resulting
from the wise combination of selected materials and inks,
handmade stamps and providential inputs, remindful of the
‘trail of breadcrumbs’ that preceded it and projected
towards further explorations.

Rigorously signed with Cuttini’s (primal) logo,
RS-2-000 Test is in itself the artisanal transposition
of one of Mattia’s algorithmic visions. Almost as in a 
Chinese tangram, red and black squares and triangles find 
their balanced position on the slightly gridded surface, 
always ready to open up to new angles. Although dichromatic, 
the piece comes to life thanks to the slight imperfections
gesture and ink produce, letting some blades of ivory paper
shine through the pigments. While the vibrancy of these
slight nuances betrays the human hand, the work retains
its analogy with a pixelated image, as RS-2-000 Test
reverberates with modular, unfinished geometries.

Cuttini’s exploration had his n° 1 followed shortly after
by three other artworks, this time combining black ink
and acrylic paint, some already tokenized, one yet
to be finished. Multiple commissions and experiments came
after this first series, leading Cuttini to work on a bigger
scale and tokenize some of these creations as well. A 
selection of these Rubberstamp Artworks was also on show in 
September and October 2019 in Udine, for Mattia Cuttini’s 
personal exhibition at the KOBO gallery space.

Written by Chiara Braidotti in August 2020
https://twitter.com/braidottichiara
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RS-2-000 Test 
superrare/artwork-v2/14295

Tokenized Artworks

All the artworks contained in this catalog are released as 
Non-Fungible Tokens built on the Ethereum blockchain.
The editions can be unique or multiple.

The material can be found on two platforms:

http://knownorigin.io 

http://superrare.co
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ARS-1-001 Cyan 
superrare.co/artwork-v2/4890

ARS-1-000 Red
knownorigin.io/edition/175775 - edition of 5
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RS-1-003 Modular Alphabet
superrare.co/artwork/1393

RS-1-002 Modular Alphabet Extended
superrare.co/artwork/1450
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RS-1-008 Blockchain Art Directory Logotype
knoworigin.io/edition/58600

RS-1-004 Rare AF2
superrare.co/artwork/1853
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RSF-1-006 Explosion, sort of 
superrare.co/artwork/920

RSF-1-005 Spin
superrare.co/artwork/938
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RSF-1-009 Ring 1
superrare.co/artwork/998

RSF-1-013 Right Side
superrare.co/artwork/1207

RSF-1-017 Top Right
superrare.co/artwork/1343

RSF-1-005 Top Left
superrare.co/artwork/1344

RSF-1-014 Left Side
superrare.co/artwork/938

RSF-1-010 Ring 2
superrare.co/artwork/999
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RSF-1-015 Leaf
superrare.co/artwork/1831

RSF-1-007 Hold the Line - Texture
knoworigin.io/edition/56500 - Edition of 10
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RSF-1-019 ilan katin
superrare.co/artwork/1428

RSF-1-018 Oficinas TK
superrare.co/artwork/1438
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RSF-1-021 Egg Asteroid
superrare.co/artwork/2047

RSF-1-020 Pepe the Frog
superrare.co/artwork/1478
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RSF-1-023-026 Four frames Muybridge Horse
superrare.co/artwork/2101

RSF-1-022 Shameless Self Promotion
superrare.co/artwork/3296
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RSF-1-031-035 Five Frames Hand 
superrare.co/artwork/2469

RSF-1-027-029 Three frames Muybridge Dog
superrare.co/artwork/2202
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RSF-1-037 Greyhound
superrare.co/artwork/3026

RSF-1-036 Portrait
superrare.co/artwork/2422
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RSF-1-042 Martin Lukas Ostachowski
superrare.co/artwork/3357

RSF-1-041 Four frames wave
superrare.co/artwork/3224
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RS-2-000 Modular Alphabet 
superrare.co/artwork/2807

RSF-1-043-047 Five frames fade
superrare.co/artwork/3745
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RS-2-003 Rare AF2 Font 
superrare.co/artwork/2866

RS-2-002 Prime Numbers
knownorigin.io/edition/40400 - edition of 6
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RSF-2-002 Errors
knownorigin.io/edition/83825 - edition of 10

RS-2-004 Rumman
knownorigin.io/edition/59400 - edition of 20
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RSF-2-007 sXace iXvaders
superrare.co/artwork/1415

RSF-2-006 Strange Shores
knownorigin.io/edition/33000 - edition of 3
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RSF-2-009 Lo Strappo 2 di 3 hi-res
superrare.co/artwork/1808

RSF-2-008 Lo Strappo 1 di 3 hi-res
superrare.co/artwork/1614
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RSF-3-001 sXace iXvaders gone bad 
knownorigin.io/edition/47100 - edition of 10

RSF-2-013 Another Explosion
superrare.co/artwork/4013
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Cent Rocks
knownorigin.io/edition/87925 - edition of 5

Entanglement Study
knownorigin.io/edition/86100 - edition of 10
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Natural Intelligence 
superrare.co/artwork-v2/4460

Compact Font with Rain Intervention
superrare.co/artwork/4375
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Too Much Color
superrare.co/artwork-v2/4932

Foldable 1
superrare.co/artwork-v2/4680
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Hybris 
superrare.co/artwork-v2/5496

Untitled
superrare.co/artwork-v2/5491
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Black
knownorigin.io/edition/198150

Entanglement
superrare.co/artwork-v2/10608
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Mattia Cuttini
Driven by curiosity 

www.mattiac.it

Digital assets available at:

superrare.co/mattiac

platform.pixura.io/collection/
0xf80a31718151ee890a7e44f6dbd6562b5e219a41

knownorigin.io/mattia-cuttini

async.art/u/mattiac/collection
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